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I

D. E. Gerber

EMENDATIONS IN THE ODES OF PINDAR:
AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

I begin with some statistics, statistics which pertain
exclusively to the odes and to the 1980 Teubner edition of
Snell-Maehler. According to the colometry of that edition
there are 3437 verses in the 46 odes. Of these 3437 verses,
only 1327 totally escape any emendation whatsoever. The
remaining 2110 verses have been subjected to approximately

6750 emendations, an average of well over three
emendations per verse emended or an average of almost
two emendations for each verse in the odes. Such statistics
would suggest that any apparatus criticus to the odes
would be rather lengthy, but in the apparatus to the 1980
Teubner edition, which I think most would agree is the
best text presently available, the number of emendations
printed and specifically designated as such is only 430, and
of these at least 160 consist of minor changes which have

no bearing on syntax or meaning. The commonest involve
alterations such as piv to viv, apa to fjpa, dropping of the

augment, etc. It should be noted, however, that there are a

further 201 emendations printed in the text without any
indication in the apparatus that they are in fact
emendations. Of these, 106 involve accentuation, breathing, the
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digamma, iota subscript, and v f-cpekKuaTiKöv, and probably
need not be mentioned in the apparatus, but some at least
of the remaining 95 deserve to be recorded, a topic I shall
come back to later. If, however, we leave aside these

201 unrecorded emendations, which, as I have said, have

no bearing on syntax or meaning, we are left with about
270 significant or relatively significant emendations actually
printed in the Teubner text, 270 out of a total of 6750
which have been made from the time of the Aldine edition
in 1513 to the present day.

Let us now look at the major contributors to this total
of 6750 and see what impact they have made on the
Teubner text. If we restrict ourselves initially to those who
made 100 or more emendations, their impact can be readily
seen from the table given below.

These 19 scholars account for 4561 out of the total of
6750 emendations proposed. Except for Bornemann and
Schroeder, all are essentially scholars of the 19th century or
earlier, but lest the impression be given that 20th-century
scholars are reluctant to emend, it should be noted that
there have been about 13 5 emendations proposed from
1945 to the present.

The figures given in the table are, I hope, accurate so
far as the Teubner apparatus is concerned, but how accurate

is the apparatus itself? I would argue that there are
about 60 passages where the apparatus is in need of
revision with regard to the emendations printed or recorded.
In most instances it is simply a matter of correctly
identifying the scholar who first made the emendation. Pindar-
ists have been rather lax in living up to Pindar's own
pronouncement, anav 8' EÜpövxcx; spyov, for there are

249 emendations which have been made more than once
without any awareness being shown that the emendation
had already been made. In fact at least 10 of these 249 have
been made three times and there are actually three which
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SCHOLARS WHOSE EMENDATIONS EXCEED 100

Name Total Number Number Number
number of of emendations of emendations of emendations

emendations printed printed, but not recorded, but not

proposed and recorded recorded m S-M printed in S-M
m S-M

Bergk 818 26 8 I 2

Hermann 0000
WS 52 14 13

Schmid 322 60 39 3

Härtung 313 6

Bornemann 307
de Pauw 264 16 4 2

Mommsen 239 3° 6 5

Boeckh 228 60 24 8

Schroeder 21 I 31 45 D
Heyne 2IO 18 12 4

van Herwerden *95 1

Schwickert 188

Ahlwardt 169 3

Christ 142 3 1 4
Schmidt 126 1 1

Bothe 120 2 1 2

Rauchenstein 113

Kayser 107 1 1 3

Mingarelli IOI 8 4 I

have been made four times.1 Of the remaining passages
where the apparatus is in need of revision, some contain
misleading information and a few are totally wrong.

This is not the place to list all the examples where the
nptöTo? söperfi«; has been wrongly identified, but I will men-

1 O. II 63; IX 76, I. III/IV 64. For full bibliographical details here and on other
passages cited in this paper, I refer the reader to my Emendations in Pindar:
IJ13-19J2 (Amsterdam 1976).
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tion that if such corrections were made, Ahlwardt's name
would appear nine times in the apparatus instead of three
times, the names of Schwickert and Bornemann would
appear twice and once respectively instead of being
completely absent, and an obscure Scottish Pindarist, Alexander
Negris, who edited Pindar in 1835 and made 62

emendations, would have his name recorded three times. In
P. V 118 and N. XI 13 Snell-Maehler print emendations
made by Härtung, but both were actually first made by
Negris, and in N. VI 61 Wilamowitz' proposal to emend

gsv to gdv was first suggested by Negris. In fact, I have not
found any editor of Pindar who shows any awareness of
Negris at all.

Examples of misleading information in the apparatus
fall into three categories. In the first category I would place
those examples where two or more scholars proposed the
same emendation at the same time or almost the same time,
but only one is named. An instance of this is P. IX 79
where the apparatus records an emendation made by
Ahrens in 1843, but Schneidewin made the same
emendation in the same year and therefore deserves equal
credit.

In the second category I would place a passage such as

N. X 72. The MSS read agct 8£ ksovx' and Snell-Maehler
print aga 8' ÜKalovx', attributing the emendation to Erasmus
Schmid. This is inaccurate on two counts. Ceporinus was
actually the first to correct the accentuation of agö to aga,
Schmid then went a step further and corrected the verb,
but wrote 8s Kalovx', and it was Boeckh who restored the

augment, reading 8' ^Kalovx', the text which Snell-Maehler
print. Although it is obvious that the major emendation
was made by Schmid, it is at best misleading to mention
only Schmid in the apparatus. A similar example occurs in
I. I 26 where the MSS read 7xevxa9A.ov and Snell-Maehler
print TusvxasHkiov, attributing the emendation to Boeckh.
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Boeckh, however, actually emended to 7tsvxä9A,iov and
Mommsen was the first to read 7tevxae9Hov with synizesis.
Both Boeckh and Mommsen deserve credit for the
emendation, and elsewhere Snell-Maehler sometimes give joint
credit. An example is I. VI 41 where the MSS read civxetvaq
and Snell-Maehler print avaxetvcuq, attributing the
emendation to both Schmid and Boeckh. This is correct, since
Schmid read avaxstvaq and Boeckh corrected the ending
to -aiq.

In the third category I would place a passage such as

P. VI 50. At the end of the verse the MSS read the accusative

singular mTietav sao8ov and Snell-Maehler print the

genitive plural l7t7tiäv 6cjö8cov, attributing the emendation to
Moriz Schmidt. But Schmidt not only emended to iTiTreiflv

rather than Itutci&v, he also proceeded immediately to reject
his own proposal and to put forward a different emendation

altogether, one which retained the accusative singular.
It seems to me that when an emendation is attributed to
someone who proposes it exempli gratia and then rejects it,
some indication of this is called for in the apparatus. In any
event, the first who actually proposed i7tjuäv ecröScov was
Bergk in his fourth edition. An even more striking example
occurs in N. VI 60 where the MSS read the nominative
'AA,Ki|it8a<; and Snell-Maehler print the vocative 'AA.Ki|u8a,

attributing the emendation to Härtung. But Härtung
retained 'AA,Kint5a<; and explicitly states that in his opinion it
is clear from the scholia that 'AÄ.Ki|it8ac;, not 'AkKigtSa, is the

reading of the MSS. The first to emend to the vocative was
Bergk, although he accented it as a paroxytone and it was
Turyn who was actually the first to print 'AXKt|u8a with
proparoxytone accent. It seems to me, therefore, that Bergk
and Turyn are much more deserving of having their names
recorded in the apparatus than Härtung.

Examples of totally erroneous information in the

apparatus of Snell-Maehler are few in number. In I. VII 29
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the apparatus states that the text printed incorporates
Hartung's transposition of au^cov ctaxcüv to äaxcöv aü^cov,

but the printed text is actually the text of the MSS, not
Hartung's transposition. Either the text printed has to be

changed or the colon in the apparatus has to be deleted. In
N. VII 31 the emendation Soksovxi is attributed to Fennell
and Lobel. It is possible that Lobel suggested this to Snell

orally or by letter, but I can find no evidence that the
emendation was ever made by Fennell. In any event, the
first to propose Soksovxi was Härtung. In P. IX 105 the

apparatus states that Erasmus Schmid emended to itakaia
86^a, but Schmid actually proposed naXai&v 86^a. In
N. IX 41 the apparatus attributes sv9' 'Apeac; to Bothe and
ev3a Tsac; to Boeckh, but Bothe suggested both readings,
actually preferring the latter. In /. VII 8-9 the apparatus
attributes the deletion of ox' in both verses to Schmid, but
Schmid deleted only the second ox' and it was Benedictus
who deleted the first.

While we are still on the topic of the Snell-Maehler
apparatus, I should like to draw attention to two further
points. The first pertains to the emendation of piv to viv.
The MSS are divided on this word, sometimes unanimous
in reading piv, sometimes unanimous in reading viv, and
sometimes reading both.2 Ahlwardt emended one piv to viv
and Boeckh and Mommsen emended the rest, and Snell-
Maehler are probably right to prefer the Doric viv to the
Ionic giv. For some reason, however, perhaps simply an
oversight, they retain giv in O. VII 70 and P. Ill 29, even
though the first was emended by Mommsen and the second
by Boeckh. The name of the scholar who first emended piv
to viv is recorded in the apparatus, but once again there are

2 On |iiv and VIV in the papyri of Pindar and Bacchylides, see W. S. Barrett, in
Dionysiaca. Nine Studies in Greek Poetry by former pupils presented to Sir Denys Page on
his seventieth birthday (Cambridge 1978), 19 n. 29.
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two passages, N. III 11 and N. VII 84, where the
emendation is printed without any indication that it is an
emendation. Curiously enough, Turyn's apparatus also contains

two, though different, omissions. When the MSS are unanimous

in reading |nv, Turyn retains it, except for O. Ill 28

and /.VI 50 where he prints viv, similarly without any
indication that it is an emendation.

This leads into my second point, the question whether
the Teubner apparatus is detailed enough. My personal
preference is for an apparatus like that in Schroeder's editio
maior of 1900, but it is undoubtedly true that many of the
MS aberrations and a great many of the emendations
reported by Schroeder can be legitimately passed over in
silence.3 The difficulty is to decide where to draw the line.
What, for example, should one say in an apparatus about
irsryvuin, one of Pindar's favourite verbs? The MSS are
unanimous in spelling it with an iota, but Schroeder
emends to epsilon iota in every instance except in the
second aorist passive and in the form (nay®. Snell-Maehler,
on the other hand, follow Schroeder's spelling only for the

present, imperfect and aorist active, and never indicate in
the apparatus that they are departing from the reading of
the MSS. It seems to me that such departures should be

made known to the reader, probably not in every instance,
but in the preface or in an appendix.

It is in dialectal forms that the Teubner apparatus is

especially deficient or inconsistent. Why, for example, mention

in the apparatus to O. VI 58 that Turyn corrected
Kaxaßct^ of the MSS to Karaßaii; when the same type of
emendation is frequently printed elsewhere without any

3 I am particularly impressed by the apparatus in G. Aureho Privitera's Pindaro:
Le Istmiche (Milano 1982). It contains no tacit emendations and the bibliographical

details are sufficient to enable one to locate the source of the emendation
concerned
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indication that it is in fact an emendation? 4 Why mention
that in I. IV 57 figspocrai^ is Schroeder's emendation of
&pepcbaai<; when f|pspov is tacitly printed for ctpspov of the
MSS in 0. XIII 2 and P. Ill 6? Why mention that in
P. V 114 noiavoc, is Heyne's emendation of 7toxr|v6<; when
vcntoivov is tacitly printed for vf|7ioivov in P. IX 5 8 Why
mention that some MSS read ßlsipäpcov in O. Ill 12 when in
N. VIII 2 yA-scpapon; is tacitly printed for ßA-ecpäpon; of the
MSS? Such inconsistencies are misleading, since they
prompt the reader to assume that if nothing is said in the

apparatus, the text printed must be that of the MSS. False
confidence m the trustworthiness of the MSS is increased
by tacitly printing 3>spas(pövaq for rispaecpovag in I. VIII 5 5,

övup' for övop' in N. VI 49, ippaalv for cppsaiv in P. Ill 59,
fjpoai; for rjp(oa<; in TV. IV 29, dnö keivou for air' £ke1voi) in O.

XIII 76, etc. None of the examples cited, and many more
could be added, affects the sense in the slightest, but they
do have a bearing on Pindar's language and for that reason
it seems to me that the reader should be informed to a

greater degree than he is of what is an emendation and
what is not.

Let us now leave the topic of the Teubner apparatus
and look primarily at those who made the largest number
of emendations in the text of the odes, concentrating on the
significance of their emendations and, where possible, the
rationale used in arriving at them. I shall procede essentially

in chronological order. The first commentary on
Pindar was by Erasmus Schmid in 1616, but prior to this
there were six editors who made alterations to the text. The
editio princeps of 1513, a product of the printing-house of
Aldus Manutius but whose text was probably established

4 On the question whether -Ct<; should ever be defended in the aorist participle in
Pindar, see B. K. Brasweli., "Color Epicus in Pindar: A Falsely Assumed Type",
in Greek Poetry and Philosophy: Studies in honour of Leonard Woodbury (Chico 1984),
53-36.
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by Marcus Musurus, contains only a very few, unimportant
emendations and is therefore of little significance for our
purpose. Just two years later, however, there appeared in
Rome a much superior edition by the Cretan scholar,
Zacharias Callierges.5 This contains 61 emendations, 5 of
which are printed in the Teubner text and assigned to him,
together with a further 4 minor alterations tacitly printed.
One of Callierges' emendations, that of opoic; to öpoq in
O. VI 77, has been confirmed by POxy. 1614. A still better
edition was made in 1526 by the Swiss scholar, Jacob
Ceporinus. This contains 33 emendations, 4 of which are

printed in the Teubner text and assigned to him, together
with a further 4 tacitly printed. The remaining editors,
Brubachius (1542), Morelius (1558), and Stephanus (1560),6
are of less importance, the three combining for a total of
5 8 emendations, 7 of which are printed and assigned to
them, with a further 10 tacitly printed.

The first truly important Pindaric scholar was Erasmus
Schmid (1560-1637), professor of Greek and Mathematics
at Wittenberg. Of his 322 emendations, 60 are printed and

assigned to him, 39 are tacitly printed, and 3 are mentioned.
He devoted considerable attention to metrical matters, but
as everyone is aware, no one in this period had a proper
understanding of Greek lyric metre. Because of his errors
in this area, many of his emendations are obviously
unnecessary and consequently deserve no mention in any
apparatus. Most of these errors derive from his belief in a

much stricter responsion between stanzas than is now
accepted. I give only one example as an illustration. The
first line in the strophe and antistrophe of N. I consists of a

5 On the Aldine edition and that of Callierges, see J. Irigoin, Histoire du texte de

Pindare (Paris 1952), 399-420.
6 Five editions followed that of 1560, in some of which additional emendations
were made My total of 5 8 includes the emendations found in his various
editions.
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common dactylo-epitrite series, an initial long followed by
a cretic, link syllable and second cretic. In every stanza

except the first, the link syllable is long, the practice most
commonly found, but in verse one the link syllable is short,
and so Schmid emends crsgvov with its final short syllable to
CTSgvoi', genitive with elided omicron. If, however, emendations

of this kind are subtracted from the rest and
disregarded, many of those that remain are sufficient evidence of
Schmid's superior understanding of Pindar's language.

For more than a century and a quarter after Schmid
there appeared only two editions of Pindar, that of Bene-
dictus in 1620 and the Oxford edition of 1697 by Richard
West and Robert Welsted. Neither is of much importance
for our purpose, Benedictus contributing 23 emendations,
4 of which are printed and 2 mentioned, and the Oxford
edition contributing 17, one of which is printed.

It is with the Dutchman, Jan Cornelis de Pauw, that we
come to the first scholar after Schmid who is of any real

significance for the history of emendations in Pindar. His
commentary, without text, appeared in 1747, two years
before his death, the last in a long series of publications on
a wide variety of authors. He took violent objection to
Schmid's metrical analysis of Pindar, frequently ridiculing
him for his ineptiae and calling him a "child" (puer) in
matters of metre. De Pauw, however, deserves as much
scorn himself as he heaps upon Schmid, for in contrast to
Schmid's unwillingness to allow any freedom of respon-
sion, he goes to the other extreme, even to the point of
introducing a tribrach into the dactylo-epitrite metre. In
addition, he frequently resorts to that most over-worked of
emendations, the elided y', in order to make the text
conform to his metrical principles. De Pauw is also prone to
introduce Doric forms such as rfjvoq for ksTvo<; and -co for -ou
in the genitive, emendations which all subsequent editors
have rightly ignored. A faulty appreciation of poetic ima-
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gery is an additional source of unnecessary emendations.
To give only one example, consider his treatment of
0. VI 55, üktTgi ßeßpey^evcxy Because &ktivs<; are devoid of
moisture, he cannot imagine that Pindar would have
combined such a word with ßsßpsyiievoc;, and so he emends

ctKTicn to ÖKpaim, "moistened by the tops of violets", i.e.,
"by violet-flowers". Since there is moisture in the petals of
flowers, the participle ßeßpeypevcx; is no longer offensive to
de Pauw's poetic 'sensibilities'. Of his emendation de Pauw

says "nihil signatius aut exquisitius". In spite of these

eccentricities, however, he shows occasional flashes of
genius.7 Of his 264 emendations, a total which omits his
dialectal emendations and his worst metrical absurdities,
16 are printed and assigned to him, 4 are tacitly printed,
and 2 are mentioned. In addition, de Pauw wins the rare
distinction of having one of his emendations confirmed by
a papyrus-discovery. His emendation of yac, to piyac; in
O. II 76 is the reading recorded in POxy. 2092. It is ironic,
or perhaps poetic justice, that as a result of the papyrus-
discovery de Pauw's name has now disappeared from the

apparatus on this passage.
I turn now to a somewhat shadowy, but not

unimportant, figure for the text of Pindar, Giovanni Luigi
Mingarelli (1722-1793), an abbot and teacher of Greek at
Bologna. In 1772 he published a 61-page book entitled De
Pindari odis coniecturae, which in spite of its title is primarily
a study of Pindaric metre and contains only a few
emendations of O. XIV. It is clear from his preface, however,
that over the years he had jotted down a number of
emendations and that he resisted the pleadings of a friend

7 A similar assessment is made by Ed. Fraenkel, Aeschylus Agamemnon I (Oxford
1950), 44: "Pauw, a very unpleasant character, was in the habit of making a fool
of himself, though he did not invariably do so", and in note i on the same page:
"Even in Pindar, where Pauw's name has become a byword, some of his

suggestions are valuable."
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to publish them. He states that he now finds more pleasure
in sacred than in secular studies, that his emendations are
not worthy of being published, and that he does not even
remember where the pages are on which he wrote out his
emendations. It was only after repeated requests from his
friend to publish at least a specimen of his observations on
Pindar that he agreed to write the present book. Heyne, in
the preface to the first volume of his work on Pindar, gives
high praise to a book by Mingarelli which he calls Conjec-
turae de Pindari metris. I can find no reference anywhere else

to a book by this title and I suspect that it is actually the
same book as that mentioned above. It seems, however,
from Heyne's preface that he corresponded with Mingarelli
and that the latter sent his emendations to Heyne. Presumably

Mingarelli had now found the misplaced pages which
he mentioned in his preface. Unfortunately, Mingarelli's
handwriting was very difficult to read and Heyne's eyesight
was failing, with the result that Heyne was able to record in
his notes only some of these emendations. He states, however,

that he deposited Mingarelli's correspondence in the

university library at Göttingen and Dr. Bruce Braswell has

kindly informed me that it is still there.

Mingarelli's emendations, as recorded by Heyne, total

ioi, of which 8 are printed and assigned to him, 4 tacitly
printed, and one mentioned. Mingarelli, like de Pauw,
proposed one emendation that has been confirmed by a

papyrus. His transposition of avxa ctkotcou to cK07toö avxa in
N. VI 27 now appears in PBerol. 16367, but in contrast to
their treatment of de Pauw, the Teubner editors record
both Mingarelli and the papyrus. Mingarelli had a better
understanding of Pindaric metre than either Schmid or de
Pauw and he rarely proposed emendations that are as

absurd as some of de Pauw's. Rather surprisingly, he

praises de Pauw for his "keen discernment" (emunctae

naris), though he admits that some of de Pauw's emen-
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dations are not convincing. Perhaps his judgement of de
Pauw is coloured somewhat by a sense of Christian
generosity.

The most important figure after Schmid for the text of
Pindar is Christian Gottlob Heyne (1729-1812), professor at
Göttingen and a prolific writer on a wide variety of Greek
and Latin authors and subjects. He was the first to combine
text, translation, commentary and scholia. His three
volumes on Pindar were first published in 1773 and an
enlarged edition appeared in 1797-99, and this in turn was
revised and enlarged by G. H. Schaefer in 1817. Heyne
proposed 210 emendations, of which 18 are printed and
assigned to him, 12 tacitly printed, and 4 mentioned.
Subsequent scholars have been a little unkind in their assessment

of Heyne's skill as a textual critic. To name only two,
Wilamowitz asserts that for Heyne "grammar and language
were subsidiary" and Sandys considers him "comparatively
weak in textual criticism".8 Such assessments are probably
accurate in the sense that Heyne was more concerned than
his predecessors with non-linguistic aspects of the classical
world. He was, for example, the first to lecture on archaeology

at Göttingen. But even if he cannot be called a

textual critic of the first rank, his emendations of Pindar are
seldom absurd. He was judicious in his use of the scholia,
as his emendations of P. XI 10 and N. XI 42 illustrate, he

recognized the presence of haplography in the MSS and
thus made convincing supplements in P. I 37 and /. II 9,
and his appreciation of poetic style prompted him to emend

passages where one noun had two or more epithets, while
another had none, as in 7. II 7 and I. IV 56.

Heyne entrusted the metrical details of his work on
Pindar to Gottfried Hermann (1772-1848) and it is to him

8 U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, History of Classical Scholarship, transl. by
A. Harris (London 1982), 102; J. E. Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship III
(Cambridge 3i92o), 40.
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that I now turn. Hermann, professor of rhetoric and of
poetry at Leipzig, devoted himself primarily to the study of
metre and grammar, and his views m these areas exerted
tremendous influence for many years. Unlike most of the
other Pindansts mentioned in this paper Hermann never
edited the poet nor did he write a commentary on him, but
m a great many short works, extending from his mid-
twenties to his death, he dealt with the text of an enormous
number of passages. His emendations total 388, of which
52 are printed and assigned to him, 14 tacitly printed, and

13 mentioned. Wilamowitz comments that Hermann's
"contributions to textual criticism show a combination of
boldness and luck m conjectural emendation".9 Boldness,
of course, is not necessarily a virtue m itself, but m the
hands of Hermann it manifests itself much more often m
emendations that are at least possible than m those that are
absurd. Some of his emendations, and P. IV 255 is an
especially good example, smack of true genius. Hermann
was particularly adept at detecting errors m the MSS caused

by transposition of words or syllables, by faulty division of
letters, and by the loss or incorrect insertion of particles.
Some, however, of his emendations printed m the Teubner
text are not universally accepted and many of the others
consist of minor alterations that do not affect the sense or
grammar. Hermann was also more prone than most to
change his mind, presumably because he published on
Pindar all his scholarly life, and a large number of his
388 emendations consist of second, and usually better,
thoughts. The total is therefore somewhat misleading and
the percentage of emendations accepted to emendations
proposed would be even higher if one were to count only
his second attempts at emending a passage.

9 U von Wilamowitz-Moeli ENDORPP, op Clt no
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Before I turn to the third giant of this period, brief
mention should be made of a much lesser figure, Friedrich
Heinrich Bothe (1770-1855). In 1808 he published a German

translation of the Olympian odes together with notes on
all the odes, in the course of which he made 120
emendations. Only 2 are printed and assigned to him, along with
one tacitly printed and a further 2 mentioned. Bothe also
edited Homer, Horace, Phaedrus and all the Greek and
Roman dramatists. Of these editions Sandys remarks that
"there is a lack of critical method, but there are many
excellent emendations".10 The latter part of this statement

may be true for the other authors mentioned, but it cannot
be said of his work on Pindar. Many of his emendations are
the result of a faulty understanding of Pindaric metre and
others show a poor appreciation of lyric style. To give only
one example, he emends GKiapav in O. Ill 14 because

axiapov appears four lines later.
In Hermann's slightly younger contemporary, August

Boeckh (1785-1867), professor at Heidelberg and then for
many years at Berlin, we meet a scholar unrivalled before
or since in importance for the study of Pindar. Though less

interested in textual criticism than Hermann, he nevertheless

made a total of 228 emendations, of which 60 are
printed and assigned to him, 24 tacitly printed, and 8

mentioned. This puts him well behind Hermann in terms of
the number of emendations made, but ahead of him in
terms of the number of emendations adopted. In spite of
this, however, he was a more conservative textual critic
than Hermann and none of his emendations matches the
sheer brilliance of some of Hermann's. The vast majority
involve dialectal alterations or minor changes prompted by
a better understanding of Pindar's metre. When comparing
him with Hermann one should also remember that whereas

10 j. E. Sandys, op. cit., Ill 103.
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Hermann occupied himself with Pindar all his life,
Boeckh's massive work on Pindar was completed in 1821,
46 years before his death, and during those last 46 years he

devoted himself primarily to other topics.
In 1820, one year before the last volume of Boeckh's

Pindari opera appeared, his contemporary, Friedrich
Wilhelm Thiersch (1784-1860), professor at Munich, produced
an edition of Pindar, together with a German translation
and explanatory notes, in two volumes. Thiersch made only
62 emendations, but 6 are printed and 2 are mentioned. His
emendations are similar in nature to those of Boeckh,
neither brilliant nor absurd.

The same year, 1820, saw a critical edition of Pindar's
odes by Christian Wilhelm Ahlwardt (1760-1830), professor
at Greifswald. He made 169 emendations, of which only 3

are printed and assigned to him. If, however, the Ttp&xoi;

sCpexrn; were identified more accurately, his name would be

recorded in 6 other places, 3 times as the author of an
emendation printed and 3 times as the author of an
emendation mentioned. Although he was occasionally capable of
a clever emendation, such as his aye for äXXä in 0. XIII 114,
his metrical expertise was so abysmal that many of his
emendations are ludicrous. He frequently accuses Boeckh
of metrical incompetence in a manner reminiscent of de

Pauw's scornful treatment of Schmid, but anyone who
maintains that xerpaopiaq (0. II 5) cannot be quadrisyllabic
through synizesis or who emends sxsi 5' ömciA,a|iov in O. I 5 9

to &7roAapov öe sxsi metri causa, need not be taken seriously in
metrical matters.

Karl Ludwig Kayser (1808-1872), professor at Heidelberg,

published his Lectiones Pindaricae in 1840, and in this,
as well as in 3 lengthy reviews between 1844 and 1868, he
made 107 emendations. Of these, one is printed and
assigned to him, one tacitly printed, and 3 mentioned.
Although occasionally capable of making a clever emen-
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dation, he is frequently guilty of emending on the basis of
an unjustified inference from the scholia or as the result of
an incorrect appreciation of Pindar's poetic practice. As an
example of the latter, his failure to realize that Pindar often
uses a generalizing plural with reference to the victor led
him to emend acxpot in 0. V 16 to aocpöq, an alteration
which necessitated two additional emendations in the same
line.

Rudolf Rauchenstein (1798-1879), for many years Rector

of the school at Aarau in Switzerland, wrote a number
of books and articles on Pindar, in the course of which he
made 113 emendations, the majority appearing in two
pamphlets published in 1844 and 1845. Of these, not a

single one is printed or even mentioned in the Teubner
edition. This is slightly unfair, however, since Rauchenstein
was actually the first to propose the text printed in N. V 43
and attributed there to Wilamowitz and Turyn. But even
though most of his emendations are rightly ignored, it
should be noted that he tends to concentrate on especially
difficult passages where the text is often still problematic.
Also, unlike many others, he discusses most of the passages
in considerable detail and even if the conclusions reached

are not convincing, the discussions themselves are sometimes

useful.
In Johann Adam Härtung (1802-1867) we meet a

textual critic somewhat similar to de Pauw, though less

offensive in his manner. Like the emendations of de Pauw,
those of Härtung are often nothing short of perverse, but
occasionally he too had flashes of genius. He made 313
emendations, most of which have been consigned to the
oblivion they deserve, and even of the 6 that are printed in
the Teubner text and assigned to him, 2 were actually made

by an earlier scholar as well (P. V 118; N. XI 13), one was
not made by Härtung at all (A/. VI 60), and one is reported
as being printed in the text, but is not (/. VII 29).
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The one who outstrips all others in the number of
emendations proposed is Theodor Bergk (1812-1881). A
student of Hermann and son-in-law of Meineke, he taught
at Marburg, Freiburg, Halle and finally at Bonn. Bergk
published four editions of Pindar from 1843 to 1878, in the

course of which he made 818 emendations, more than twice
as many as his closest rival and former teacher, Hermann.
Of these, only 26 are printed and assigned to him, 8 tacitly
printed, and 12 mentioned. With each succeeding edition of
Pindar Bergk increased the number of emendations, often
suggesting several for a given passage. Very few in fact

appear in all four editions. Bergk frequently saw difficulties
where none exists and his contributions to an establishment
of the text of Pindar are much less significant than they are
for the text of the other lyric poets. Most of Bergk's
emendations of Pindar that have been accepted are of a

minor nature and few affect the sense.
In many respects a more significant figure for the text

of Pindar is Tycho Mommsen (1819-1900). His edition of
1864, with its extraordinarily detailed record of the reading
of the MSS and of previous emendations, is still indispensable

today. It is, however, more important for the
information it provides than for Mommsen's own emendations.
For although he made 239 emendations, 30 of which are

printed and assigned to him, 6 tacitly printed, and 5

mentioned, 16 of the 30 involve merely the change of |nv to viv.
Some of his emendations, such as those in 0. I 48 and
P. IV 246, give evidence of a more judicious use of the
scholia than is found among many other critics.

Moriz Schmidt of Jena (1823-1888) is said by Sandys
to have shown "a special aptitude for conjectural
emendation" 11 in his work on Pindar, Sophocles and Horace.
This may be true for Sophocles and Horace, but it is not

11 J. E. Sandys, op. cit., Ill 153.
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for Pindar. Only one of his 126 emendations is printed in
the Teubner edition and that, as I mentioned earlier, is an
emendation that he proposed only to reject in favour of
something different.

Wilhelm Christ (1831-1906), professor at Munich,
edited Pindar in 1869 and again in 1896, this time with a

commentary. In these two editions he made a total of
142 emendations, of which 3 are printed and assigned to
him, one tacitly printed, and 4 mentioned. Many of his
emendations are only tentatively proposed and not actually
printed in his own text. For the most part they are
unimpressive, though seldom absurd.

The end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century
witnessed two textual critics of Pindar who fortunately
never went so far as to produce an edition. The one,
Johann Schwickert, made 188 emendations, the other,
Ludwig Bornemann, made 307.12 Neither receives any mention

in the Teubner apparatus, and not surprisingly, since

they are the two most perverse textual critics Pindar has

ever been subjected to. Yet even they on rare occasions
deserve mention. In O. XIV 12 the Teubner text prints the
emendation aisvaov for ctsvvaov of the MSS and attributes
this to Schroeder, but Schwickert made it earlier and many
years before him Mingarelli had proposed it as a possibility.
There are in addition two emendations in the apparatus,
but not printed, one by Post in O. IX 76 and the other by
Turyn in P. IV 184, the former of which was first made by
Schwickert and the latter by Bornemann.

Only slightly less perverse is the Dutchman, Henricus
van Herwerden (1831-1910). He made 195 emendations of
Pindar between 1870 and 1901, and of these only one is

12 Bornemann was born in 1855, but I have not been able to find the date of his
death or the dates for Schwickert. The latter's emendations cover the period
1875-1898 and the last year for Bornemann's emendations was 1928.
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printed, that of xdv for xck; in N. IV 67. He frequently
emends where emendation is unnecessary and where the
text is problematic his attempts at restoration are often
eccentric.

Vastly superior to the last three is Otto Schroeder
(1851-1937). In 1900 he published his editio maior of Pindar.
Although not a commentary, its critical notes are so
detailed that it frequently takes on the function of one.
Schroeder made 211 emendations in this edition and in
subsequent editiones minores. Of this total, 3 1 are printed and

assigned to him, 45 are tacitly printed, and 15 mentioned.
Among those tacitly printed are 12 passages where the
Teubner text adopts Schroeder's spelling of |i£(yvu|ri over
|xtyvu|j.i of the MSS. Many of his emendations involve
orthography rather than meaning or syntax.

The illustrious Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff
(1848-1931) made 69 emendations of Pindar between 1879
and 1922. Of these, 15 are printed and 24 are mentioned.
This is an unusually high ratio of emendations accepted or
mentioned to emendations proposed, but I suspect that if
they had been made by a less distinguished scholar, the
ratio would be lower. Some of those printed do not seem to
me to be particularly convincing (e.g., O. VI 43; P. X 69;
AI. I 66; /.V 58) and I would not be surprised if subsequent

Teubner editions continued the trend seen in the

1980 edition, i.e., of transferring more emendations from
the text to the apparatus.

I conclude this survey with the Polish scholar,
Alexander Turyn (1900-1981), a professor at the University of
Illinois from 1945 until his death. Turyn made 40 emendations

in his 1948 edition of Pindar, 10 of which are printed
and 7 mentioned. Of the 10 printed, half involve alteration
of -aq to -au; in the aorist participle, and most of the rest are

simply improvements of the emendations of others. Several

more of Turyn's emendations, however, seem to me to be
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at least worthy of mention in the apparatus {e.g., O. Ill 35 ;

P. IV 225 ; P. VII 9; P. X 69) and his judicious choice of
MS readings and previous emendations makes his edition
one of the finest we have.
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APPENDIX

I list below those emendations which have appeared since the
publication of my Emendations in Pmdar: 1113-19J2 (Amsterdam
1976) and those which I overlooked at that time. I wish to record

my gratitude to Luigi Lehnus for informing me of some omissions

in my book.

O.I 59: 8|i7ts86|rox9o(; C. del Grande, Filologia minore (Milano &
Napoli 1956; 21967), 345 (2439).

0. II 45: 'ASpaarlScov C. O. Pavese, "Le Olimpiche di Pindaro",
in QUCC 20 (1975), 65-121 (75).

0. II 56: tpeyyo?, si 8s viv A. Hurst, "Observations sur la deu-
xieme Olympique de Pmdare", in ZAnt 31 (1981), 121-

133.

0. Ill 3: virgulam post öplkbaaii; delevit R. Renehan, Studies in
Greek Texts (Gottingen 1976), 50-53.

0. XIII 3 : Depajcovx', cryYvcoaopcu A. Wasserstein, "A gamma in
Pmdar, 01. 13.3", in CQ 32 (1982), 278-80.

0. XIII 107: 'Apicdai IIavo5 vel post Nairn 7taxp6<; L. Lehnus,
"Pindaro, Olimpica 13, 107-8", in RFIC 107 (1979), 276-
78.

P. I 2: xsai; äpxäv S. G. Kapsomenos, "To upooipio xoC npciiTOi)

nuSioviKoi) roO riivSäpou", in EEThess 12 (1973), 303-17.
P. I 12: Lfjpa ts, K&pa Kapsomenos supra.

P. I 17: Mkvov s9ps\|/sv noWcovöpou ävxpou R. J. Walker, Anti
Mias. An Essay m Isometry I (London 1910), 25.

P. I 23-24: 6pcpv<7 CTUCTipocpa^ KuX.iv8opsva5 S. G. Kapsomenos,
"Ein Zeugnis des Favormus über Pindars Beschreibung des

Aetna-Ausbruches", in Studi classici in onore di Q. Cataudella II
(Catama 1972), 557-72.
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P II 82: öpc&9 U. von Wilamowitz, "Hieron und Pindaros", in
SPAW 53 (1901), 1314.

P. IV 18 : Sock; &via x' &vx' £psxgcöv 8itppou<; ys A. Ardizzoni, "Note
sul testo di Pmdaro", in GIF 26 (1974), 252-62 (252).

P. IV 109: A.uypaT<; A. Ardizzoni, "L'animo 'bianco' di Pelia?
(Pmd. Pyth. IV 109)", in Helikon 13-14 (1973-74), 377-82.

P. IV 178: nepi|/e O. Schroeder (ed.), Pindari carmma cum frag-
mentis selectis (Lipsiae 2i9i4).

P. VI 50: öpygig 09 linteiäv £aö8cov proposuit simulque reiecit M.
Schmidt, Pindar's Olympische Siegesgesaenge (Jena 1869), xcv

P. IX 36-37: interrogations punctum etiam post itpoasveyKsiv

posuit C. Carey, A Commentary on Fives Odes of Pindar (New
York 1981), 76.

P. XI 54-57: ApOvovxai {raj ei T15 datscpuyEv, ps7.avo<; <6> (cum
Bergk) 8' feaxaxiäv KaTTiova Saväxoi' (cum Shackle) Ea%ev

G. Pini, "Osservazioni sulla Pitica XI", in SIFC 44 (1972),

197-220 (198-206) — cpäovEpoi (vel cpSovepai) 8' äpövovxai äxai, ei

xiq dwiEcpuysv, peXavo«; 8' £axaxiav KaXXiova Savaxou s<j%ev

J. Peron, "Le theme du Phthonos dans la XIe Pythique de

Pindare (v. 29-30, v. 55-56)", in REA 78-79 (1976-77), 65-83
(72-83)-

P. XII 10-11: virgulam post Kagaxcp delevit et virgulas post
Xeißöpevov et äucrev inseruit A. Kohnken, "Two notes on
Pindar", in BICS 25 (1978), 92-96.

N. I 37: (box' vel &x' ("come chi non sfugge") G. A. Privitera,
"Tre note alia prima Nemea (vv. 18, 37, 64)", in Hermes 103

(1975), 285-92 (287-89).

N. I 63-66: öcraotx; 8e diSpoShcai; Kai xiva axsixovxa xöv 4x$p6-

xaxov cpaas viv Scücteiv pöpov Privitera supra pp. 289-92.

N. IV 14-15: virgulam post ke delevit et post Ki9api£cov inseruit
M. C. Landreth, "The Position of the Particles av and ke(v)
m Pindar", in Eranos 76 (1978), 13-18 (15-16).

AI. IV 58: xpt|<tapsvoi) A. Kohnken, Die Funktion des Mythos bei

Pindar (Berlin 1971), 200-3.

N. VI 7: 7x0x1 A.-I. Sulzer, Zur Wortstellung und Sat^bildung bei

Pindar (Diss. Zurich 1961), 24.
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N. VII 33: ßoaftecov Carey (supra sub P. IX 36-37), p. 150 —
reOvaKOTCov Boa36cov, xoi poXov L. Woodbury, "Neoptolemus
at Delphi: Pindar, Nem. 7.30 ff.", in Phoenix 33 (1979), 95-
133 (106-7).

N. VIII 10: dva^eiau;? K. Stegmann von Pritzwald, Zur Ge¬

schichte der Herrscherbe^eicbnungen von Homer bis Plato (Leipzig
1930), 83.

N. VIII 40: aü^exai 5' dpexa xVupaii; Sspaai? 65 ore 8sv5peov §aaei
C. Carey, "Pindar's eighth Nemean Ode", in PCPhS 202
(1976), 26-41 (35).

N. X 41-42: OCTaig 17I710T pOtpOV CtCTTU t6<8s> SäXs <7IEVTdKli;> Koplv-
9ou R. Merkelbach, "Der Anlass zu Pindars zehnter
Nemea", in Le monde grec. Hommages ä Ciaire Preaux
(Bruxelles 1975), 94-101 (100-1).

1.1 zy. Kai <p'> 6ti6t8 AtSIvok; G. A. Privitera, "A proposito dl
Pind. Isthm. I 25", in GIF 30 (1978), 267.

/. IV 68: virgulam post yiveiai delevit A. Kohnken recensens
Gerber in Phoenix 31 (1977), 265-68 (267).

I. VII 29: aü^cov acrucüv J. A. Härtung (ed.), Pindar's Werke IV
(Leipzig 1856).

I. VIII 40: (papev? G. A. Privitera (ed.), Pindaro. Le Istmiche

(Milano 1982), 131.

I. VIII 70: vnö KÖVtcp (cum Theiler) vel potius 6710 koAtiou David
C. Young, "The Text of Pindar Isthmian 8.70", in AJPh 94
(1973)5 3 T 9-26.

Fr. 37: FIÖTvia ©SG|iO(pope xpuuaviöv <$' & Tiöaiv AaxoTaa (post
W. J. Slater, in GRBS 12 (1971), 145 n. 17: "Why editors
emend to xpuuaviou I do not know We can supply itomv
XaxoTaa as easily as "Ai8ou 5agap ") L. Lehnus, "Contnbuto a

due frammenti pindanci (frr. 37 e 168 Snell3)", in SCO 22

(i973), 5-i8 (5-11).

Fr. 52 f,139: dgexepov W. M. Calder III, "Pindar, Paean 6.102

(=139)", in AJPh 98 (1977), 350.

Fr 52 s, 6: d|utAaK[ E. W. Whittle, in H Friis Johansen &
E. W. Whittle (edd.), Aeschylus. The Suppliants II (Copenhagen

1980), 185.
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Fr. 94 a: vide L. Rodi, "II primo partenio dl Pindaro (Pap. Oxy.
IV, 659 Grenfell-Hunt fr. 94 a Snell-Maehler)", in Studi in
onore di Antbos Ardi^yoni II (Roma 1978), 771-88.

Fr 94 b, 19-20: (bküciA.ov TiövTOD ßutav £gdVxä;£v G. Fraccaroli
recensens B. P. Grenfell & A. S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus
Papyri, Part IV (London 1904), in RFIC 33 (1905), 364-67
(366) — ÄKücdov 71ÖVTOU puxdv xe xapd^n L. R. Farnell (ed.),
The Works of Pindar II (London 1932), 428 — a)KC>aX.ov <ßin>
putav < 671a > I. Cazzaniga, "In Pindari fragm. 94 B Snell

(P.Oxy. 659, II 18-20)", in PP 33 (1978), 292-93.

Fr. 94 b,6i: dvfpcev O. Schroeder recensens B. P. Grenfell &
A. S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part IV (London 1904),

in BPhW 24 (1904), 1473-79 (T477)-

Fr. 94b,66: Aapaiva<; 7xd[xs]p, ij[...(.)]an (f|[aüx]co?) L. Lehnus,
"Da una nuova ispezione di P.Oxy. IV 659 (Pindaro, Parthe-

neia)", in MPhL 2 (1977), 227-31.

Fr. 124 a,3: ye Ardizzoni (supra sub P. IV 18), pp. 259-62.

Fr. 168 b,3 : ttupi Seiitvov cnbpaxa L. Lehnus, "Spigolature callima-

chee e neoteriche", in PP 30 (1975), 291-300 (294-95) et

"Pindaro Fr. 168(b).3 Snell-Maehler e Callimaco Victoria
Berenices Fr. B II 24 Livrea", in Anagennesis 1 (1981), 249-53.

Fr. 169: vide L. Castagna, "Pindaro, Fr. 169 Sn.3: interpreta-
zione e proposta di datazione", in SIFC 43 (1971), 173-98.

Fr. 169,21-22: (bpoxaxav vel ^.aßpoxaxäv] (hoc iam Pavese) 'uracofv

paivop]evav ipps[va xep7t£iv] H. Lloyd-Jones, "Pindar Fr. 169",
in HSCP 76 (1972), 45-56 (51-52)-

Fr. 169,29: xe pro 8e? Lloyd-Jones supra p. 52.

Fr. 169,41: 7iaT8'"A[pscoi; Lloyd-Jones supra p. 53.
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DISCUSSION

M. Lloyd-Jones: It is interesting to compare the body of emendations

on Pindar with that of emendations on Aeschylus and Sophocles, in the

case of Aeschylus comparison is made easier by the existence of the

repertory of conjectures of Wecklein, supplemented by Dawe. My general

impression is that far more emendations, m proportion to the

amount of text preserved, have been made on the texts of the tragedians.

Certain scholars who, though by no means always successful m conjecture,

have made some plausible emendations on the texts of tragedy,
have achieved less with that of Pindar; for instance Bothe, Härtung,
M. Schmidt, Herwerden and even Bergk. Gerber has rightly pointed out
that Wilamowitz was less effective in the emendation of the text of
Pindar than the current Teubner text might lend us to suppose.

Mme LefkowttCould you describe some of the principles that

should be followed m the next edition of Pindar? Would Pnvitera's
Pindar serve as a model?

M. Gerber: Yes. As I said p. 7 n. 3, I find his apparatus excellent His

apparatus also shows that it does not need to be lengthy in order to
include all deviations from the mss. Fortunately, the text of Pindar is not

very corrupt and as a result the apparatus does not have to list a large
number of emendations.

Mme Bernardini: Dal momento che e stata ricordata con accenti

giustamente elogiativi l'edizione delle htmiche dl G. A. Privitera, colgo
l'occasione per comunicare che e ormai in fase di avanzata preparazione,

per la medesima collana, anche quella delle Pttiche a cura dl B. Gentili
con la collaborazione dl G. Cern, P. Giannini e della sottoscntta.

Sono d'accordo con ll Professore Gerber che l'edizione dl A. Turyn
offre un apparato pm ncco e pm utile per ll lettore di quella teubnenana

dal momento che fornisce un quadro piu completo degli emendamenti
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proposti. In qualche caso, tuttavia, essa va sottoposta ad un'attenta

revisione proprio per mesattezze nella registrazione di questi ultimi. Se

considenamo l'esempio di «misleading information» classificato dal Pro-

fessore Gerber sotto la prima categona, cioe P. IX 79, ci accorgiamo che

e vero che nell'apparato dl Snell-Maehler e menzionata solo la correzione

gyvov fatta da Ahrens nel 1843, ma in quello di Turyn e registrata solo

quella di Schneidewin fatta nel medesimo anno. L'apparato dovrebbe

essere: syvcov codd: corr. Schndw. et Ahrens.

Quanto all'alternanza ptv, vtv, e probabile che Pindaro abbia usato la

forma donca vtv, ma quando 1 codici sono concordi nel dare giv, e

prefenbile mantenere tale forma come fa Turyn piuttosto che cambiarla

sempre in vtv come fanno Boeckh e Mommsen, oppure comportarsi
come Snell-Maehler che preferiscono vtv a ptv, ma che, come abbiamo

visto, non sempre in proposito forniscono un apparato esaunente. In
P. IX 123 per avere una visione dettagliata l'apparato sarä: gtv codd.:

gev Boeckh, gtv retinuit Turyn.
Vorrei aggiungere, infine, un'osservazione sugli emendamenti fatti

per non contravvemre al criteno delle responsiom: quando la respon-
sione impura e attestata concordemente dalla tradizione manoscritta ed

essa viene a buon dintto conservata nel testo, e opportuno che ll lettore
sia succmtamente informato delle altre prese dl posizione in merito, dal

momento che si tratta di un fenomeno sporadico, anche se non mfre-

quente negli epinici di Pindaro.

M. Kohnken: I should like to stress the importance of conciseness in
the apparatus criticus. As it is up to the editor to tell the inessential from
the essential should he not confine himself to the name of the critic who
made the essential alteration or correction? Thus in the case of N. X 72

only the name of E. Schmid should be given (as in the text of Snell-

Maehler), and minor rectifications made by others be omitted. Otherwise
the apparatus would be unduly inflated.

M. Gerber: I agree that conciseness is necessary, but so is the truth.
It is only partially true to say that Schmid is responsible for the text

printed in N. X 72 and the reader could be made aware of this by an
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apparatus which in this instance need not record all the details, but

which might say something like "Boe. post Cep. et Schmid"

Mme Bernardim: Un'eccessiva concisione pub andare a detrimento

della chiarezza e della completezza di informazione. L'apparato deve

orientare ll lettore e fornirgli gli elementi per poter decidere a sua volta.

In tal senso e molto utile un tlpo di edizione 'aperta' che faccia ll punto
anche sulla cntica congetturale fornendo la documentazione delle vane

proposte e non solo ll nsultato della selezione fatta dall'editore. Anche

l'atteggiamento nei confronti della registrazione di alcuni fatti dialettali

dovrebbe ottemperare alio stesso criterio dl utilitä documentana. E

buona norma far conoscere di volta m volta qual'e la posizione del mss.

per forme come ll part. aor. -ag, -au; o ll part. pr. f. -ouaa, -oicra per le

quail e utile conoscere ll comportamento della tradizione manoscntta.

M Kohnken: While it is certainly right that the 'ratio of
emendations' by Wilamowitz accepted m modern editions would be lower if
they had been made by a less distinguished scholar, occasionally his

suggestions should be examined more closely than they currently are.

Thus I believe he is right to question the mss.-tradition <3ncod in
P IX 78, and probably correct in replacing it by dicova (referring to
O. VI 82 and / VI 73). There are two points to be made here, one of

meaning and one of syntax.

1) Wilamowitz ob|ected against the meaning that has to be assumed

for &Koa aocpot? by those who defend the mss.-tradition (cf. e.g. O.

Schroeder, Pmdars Pythien [Leipzig 1922], ad loc.\ "solches Können (des

Dichters) — ein ctKpöaga fur die Kenner...", or, more recently, R. W. B.

Burton, Ptndar's Pythian Odes [Oxford 1962], 43 "the adorning of a few

themes among many is what men of culture like to hear": my italics). There

seems to be no parallel in Pindar or elsewhere for &koci (&KOuf]) in the

sense assumed here (Burton's paraphrase rather presupposes something
like CTO(pot<; cucoai; a^iov; contrast P. I 84 and 90, the only parallels for
the word in Pindar, and &KOt>f| in Homer),

2) The infinitive-clause which depends on &Koct aocpou; (77: ßcna 8'

6v paKpoiai 7toudXTeiv) evidently refers to the poet (it is his task to
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7toi.KiM.Eiv) and not to the manner in which the audience receives his

poetry (e.g. David Young, m ClAnt 2 [1983], 158 f., whose translation of
the paradosis &Koa aocpoTq, "hearing for the wise", p. 158, seems to be at

variance with his own paraphrase, p. 159, "The good poet chooses just a

little to 7toiKiM.Eiv, even when there is much to say").

Thus ÜKod CTOipoti;, which could only refer to the audience, and the

dependant infinitive-clause, which refers to the poet, are syntactically

incompatible. The overall sense required by the infinitive ("It is the task

of the poet to...") is obtained by Wilamowitz' conjecture cikocvx»
ooipoTi; ("the artful presentation of a few items from among long stories

is a whetting stone for poets"). Scholars criticizing Wilamowitz seem to

miss his point ("die Tätigkeit des Schmuckens kann nun und nimmer
eine &ko& sein", Pindaros [Berlin 1922], 264) and fail to explain the

syntactical strangeness of the transmitted text. Pindar likes blending his

metaphors and sometimes presents us with an extremely unorthodox
word-order but he is not guilty of offending against basic rules of

grammar and syntax.

M. Gerber: I am inclined to agree with you that Wilamowitz'
emendation is correct. It is easy to imagine that a scribe, faced with the

striking metaphor of diKÖva, might well have thought it an error for ÜKoä

or that he carelessly wrote otKod because that is what he expected to find
in his text.

Mme Bernardini: Le argomentazioni addotte dal Professore Köhnken
a favore dl öucova del Wilamowitz non mi sembrano del tutto convin-
centi. Non vedo la necessitä dl correggere ll termine &ko<x che e nei mss.

e che non crea alcuna difficoltä per ll senso. In pnmo luogo esso non

trova un ostacolo, ma anzi una conferma in P. I 84 e 90 in cui, come ben

mtende ll Boeckh, connota l'atto dell'udire da parte del cittadmi e si

specifica come un ascolto che concerne la lode grazie all'aggiunta di

feaXoTaiv in' &M.oxpioi<; nell'un caso e &5£iav nell'altro. In secondo luogo
l'uso del termine dtKod e del tutto pertmente nel passo della P. IX dal

momento che il discorso nguarda ll rapporto del poeta con ll suo

pubblico (aotpoi). II significato di "ascolto per 1 saggi" e confortato da
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O. II 85 dove auvexol defmisce coloro ai quail la propria parola e diretta.

La poesia laudativa presuppone mfatti un uditono di (ppoveovxst; che

intendano ciö che dice ll poeta, come si deduce da Bacch. 3, 85. Neppure
sul piano sintattico la costruzione pindanca mi sembra poi cosi

ardita.

M. Vallet: J'mterviens avec prudence dans ce dialogue consacre ä

l'histoire des corrections proposees au texte de Pindare et aux regies ä

suivre pour une future edition critique. Je voudrais simplement poser
une question sur un point de detail, qui souleve, me semble-t-il, un

probleme de methode.

Douglas E. Gerber a rappele le probleme que pose le vers 41 de la

IXe Nemeenne. Pindare vient de rappeler les exploits anciens de Chromios
ä la bataille de l'Heloros.

40: ßaduKpritivoicn 8' dpcp' ctKrati; 'Etaopou,

41: 6v9' 'Apscti; rcopov avDpamoi KaLsoiat

Comme je le souligne, moi aussi, dans le texte de mon expose,

l'expression Ev8' 'Apsai; pose un probleme que j'estime insoluble II ne

peut s'agir, vu le contexte, que d'un endroit bien precis de la region de

Syracuse, et plus exactement de la vallee de l'Heloros, dont on salt ä quel

point eile est encaissee. De toute fagon, le texte n'a aucun rapport ni avec

le 'passage de Rhea' (Aeschyl. Prom. 837), qui designe la mer Ionienne,
ni avec Ares. Alors? Voici ma question: est-il raisonnable, plutot que
d'avouer notre ignorance concernant un nom propre, de multiplier les

propositions et corrections qui ne peuvent qu'egarer le lecteur, et

notamment l'histonen, lequel risque, ä son tour, sans verifier le texte, de

se lancer dans des hypotheses pour 'expliquer' (sic!) des conjectures que
nen ne justifie?

M. Gerber: But surely it is incumbent upon an editor to point out, as

the Teubner edition does, that the words m question, especially since

they present a problem, may be explained m different ways.

M. Reverdm: Le scholiaste a tout dit sur ce passage: a8r|^ov, ei'rs

'ApEiaq Eixe 'Peiok; X,ekxeov (Schol. ad TV. IX 95 c, III p. 160 Drachmann).
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Aussi longtemps que l'epigraphie ou un texte nouveau ne nous revelera

pas un lieu-dit syracusain dont le nom coincide avec un de ceux que les

mss., y compris la schöbe, nous donnent, ll est inutile d'epiloguer!

M Hurst. A la lumiere de l'exemple cite parmi les con|ectures de

Pauw (p. 11), on pourrait se demander dans quelle mesure ll est possible

d'identifler les courants poetiques contemporains du critique et qui
mfluencent ses conjectures. R. Pfeiffer a mdique cette voie pour un

passage de Callimaque (JHS 7; [1955], 69-73 Ausgewählte Schriften

[München i960], 148-158). Qu'en est-il aujourd'hui? En outre, hors du

champ de la perception poetique, mais dans les habitudes de la discipline,
n'accordons-nous pas un peu trop d'autonte au 'temoignage papyro-
logique', comme s'll etait infaillible?

M. Gerher: I agree that it is wrong to accept blindly papyrological
evidence, but m the instances I have cited, and others could be added,

the ms. tradition offers a text which is either defective or in some way
improbable. In such instances, when one finds in a papyrus a text

corresponding to an emendation, it seems reasonable to state that the

papyrus confirms the emendation.

M. Reverdin: Mon intervention porte sur un point de detail: je saisis

l'occasion pour donner des renseignements precis sur les editions gene-

voises de Pindare, dont aucun des editeurs modernes ne me parait avoir
une connaissance assuree.

La 'petite' edition des Estlenne a connu cinq, voire six editions. C'est

une edition in-16, dont le tome I contient les odes de Pindare et le

tome II, des poemes, odes et fragments de huit autres poetes lynques.
Elle a paru pour la premiere fois en 15 60 chez Henri Estlenne ä Geneve

(Henri Estienne n'a jamais imprime ailleurs qu'ä Geneve; l'indication
«Paris?» du Pindare de Snell est done fallacieuse). Dans la seconde

edition, de 1; 66, les changements sont minimes: quelques corrections,
quelques adjonctions. La troisieme edition, de 1586, est plus interessante

en ce sens qu'elle contient des notes critiques d'Isaac Casaubon, qui avait

epouse cette annee-la la fille d'Henn Estienne (Casaubon etait alors
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professeur de grec ä l'Academie de Geneve, sa ville natale) Ces notes

n'ont pas ete reeditees.

Henri Estlenne est mort en 1598. Son fils Paul a repris l'edition du

'petit Pindare', qui a paru en 1600 (editio IUI), en 1612 (editio V) et en

1626

Ce Pindare de 1626 est le dernier Iivre imprime ä Geneve par des

Estlenne, oü lis ont produit pres de 300 titres depuis l'arrivee de Robert

Estlenne, en 1;; 1, mais eile pourrait bien n'etre qu'un nouveau tirage de

la precedente, voire l'utilisation de feuilles non vendues, avec une nou-
velle page de titre *.

Le Pindare m-4 de 1599 n'appartient pas ä cette sene. II en differe par
le texte et par la presence des scholies. C'est le premier ouvrage imprime
par Paul Estlenne sur les presses de son pere, decede, on vient de le voir,
l'annee precedente. Paul Estienne — ll le dit dans son epitre dedicatoire ä

Jacques Bongars, histonen et erudit Protestant — a beneficie pour ce

Pindare de l'assistance de son beau-frere Isaac Casaubon qui faisait alors

un gros effort — assorti d'une genereuse abnegation — pour remettre ä

flot la domus stephanica, qui avait cruellement souffert, ä partir de 1; 8;,
des voyages et des absences continuels d'Henri Estienne, qui se com-

portait en tyran et mterdisait ä quiconque de travailler sur ses presses et

dans sa bibliotheque, comme en font foi plus d'un passage des hphe-
merides de Casaubon, des Registres du Consetl de Geneve et des Registres de la

Compagme des pasteurs.

En termmant, je me permets d'insister fermement sur le fait que tous
les livres lmprimes par Henri Estienne l'ont ete ä Geneve, et que la

mention «Paris» ou «Paris?» qu'on trouve dans nombre de prefaces des

editions modernes est erronee.

M. Gerber m'a d'autre part paru ignorer l'existence d'un autre
'Pmdare' genevois du XVIe siecle: celui de 1599.

* D E. Gerber, Emendattons in Pmdar • (1976), mentionne aussi une
edition de 1624. Si eile existe vraiment, ce que j'ignore, ce serait aussi, tres
vraisemblablement, un tirage de celle de 1612, et non une edition ä proprement
parier
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